CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

Teaching English was not easy because English lesson is one of the lessons that student did not like. There are many things that teacher should do before teaching the student. The author had done the internship at SMP Negeri 3 Tutur SATAP in a month as an English Teacher. During the internship the author could apply what she gets in the English Diploma Department. In addition, the experiences in a working place put the writer on the right view of the future. The author is able to apply and use English language teaching in the real school and make a good English test for the student.

In addition to improving the ability to teach English, the author also got new knowledge about the characteristics of students. The author learned how to work in a school, communicate, and adapt to new situations. Furthermore, understanding the character of the students, asking questions, giving learning materials, makes the author realize that there is a prerequisite to improve the teaching skills of English language and communication skills for entering the workforce. The author also learn how to work under pressure within a limited time. This forced the writer to appreciate the time and be discipline to herself. Other qualifications required to have is faith and knowledge of the ways of teaching the English language to be able to work professionally as a English teacher.